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Abstract. Web applications are becoming important for small and large com-
panies since they are integrated with their business strategies. Cascading Style 
Sheets (CSS) however are an integral part of contemporary Web applications 
that are perceived as complex by users and this result in hampering its wide-
spread adoption. The factors responsible for CSS complexity include size,  
variety in its rule block structures, rule block reuse, cohesion and attribute defi-
nition in rule blocks. In this paper, we have proposed relevant metric for each of 
the complexity factors. The proposed metrics are validated through a practical 
framework. The outcome shows that the proposed metrics satisfy most of the 
parameters required by the practical framework hence establishing them as well 
structured. 
Keywords: Cascading Style Sheets, Complexity Metrics, Software Metrics, 
Validation Criteria. 
1 Introduction 
Web applications are becoming important for small and large companies since they 
are integrated with their business strategies [10].  In this point of view, it is necessary 
that the applications should be reliable, usable and adaptable. However, achieving this 
goal is not an easy task. Web applications for large scale are always being complex 
and therefore the maintainability of such types of system is high. There exist several 
quality attributes: maintainability, usability, efficiency, functionality, reliability, por-
tability and reusability. Maintainability is one of the most important quality attribute, 
which must be taken care of in the development process of the web applications oth-
erwise maintaining quality of the web application for large systems will become a 
challenge. One of the ways to maintain the quality is by reducing the complexity of 
the applications. 
The complexity of software is measured in order to be able to predict the maintai-
nability and reliability of such software. Several complexity metrics have been pro-
posed as at today to measure typical software programs. These measures are often 
based on cognitive informatics [12], [17], [18], [19], [20] a way of measuring soft-
ware complexity based on cognitive weights [13]. In recent times, complexity metrics 
have also been proposed for the web domain particularly XML schema documents 
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[3], Web Services [2][16] and DTDs [1]. These are an integral part of contemporary 
web applications. Another integral part of web applications is Cascading Style Sheets 
(CSS). This is a style sheet language used to format the presentation of web pages 
written in HTML and XHTML. In addition it can also be applied to any kind of XML 
document bringing about aesthetically pleasing and user-friendly interfaces. The core 
advantage that CSS offers is separation of content from presentation. Despite this 
advantage, CSS is perceived as complex by users and this result in hampering its 
wide-spread adoption. Though it is perceived as complex, no metric has been pro-
posed to measure its complexity as the field of style sheets is under-researched [7]. To 
solve this problem in this present paper, we start in section 2 by identifying the factors 
that bring about complexity in a CSS document and propose relevant metrics that can 
be used to measure each attribute. In section 3 we demonstrate each metric using suit-
able example(s) and in section 4 we validate the proposed metrics through a frame-
work. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
2 Proposed Metrics 
The complexity of CSS refers to how easy it is to understand and maintain. All factors 
that make CSS difficult to understand or maintain are responsible for its complexity. 
Factors that are responsible for the complexity of CSS include: size, variety in its rule 
block structures, rule block reuse, cohesion and attribute definition in rule blocks. 
The greater the size of a CSS the more complex the CSS will be. Since size is an 
important measure we are proposing rule length metric which is similar to lines of 
code in procedural programming and number of rule block metric which is similar to 
the number of modules in structured programming. 
Also, the more dissimilar the rule blocks in a CSS are to one another, the more 
complex it will be to understand. Since variety in rule block structure is an important 
measure, we are proposing entropy metric. 
The less number of modules that are reused in CSS increases the complexity of the 
CSS. Since reuse is an important measure, we are proposing number of extended rule 
blocks metric. 
Furthermore, cohesion plays a vital role in the complexity of CSS as the lower the 
level of cohesion among rule blocks, the more complex the CSS. Since cohesion is an 
important measure, we are proposing number of cohesive rule blocks as metric. 
In addition, the more the attributes defined for a rule block the more complex it 
will be. Since attribute definition in rule blocks is an important measure, we are pro-
posing number of attributes defined per rule block as metric. In the paragraphs that 
follow, we describe the proposed metrics in detail. 
2.1 Rule Length (RL) 
A style sheet consists of a list of rules. Rule Length (RL) metric measures the number 
of lines of rules (code) in a CSS. This metric does not take into account white spaces 
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or comment lines in the CSS. This is essentially because white spaces and comments 
are not executed in CSS. RL is calculated using the following formula: 
 RL = ∑ rule statements in a CSS file 
A rule statement is any of the following:  
• Selector(s) + opening brace of a rule block ({) for example, body {  
• the attribute(s) of a selector ending with a semicolon (;) for example color: 
#FFFFFF; 
• Closing brace of a rule block depicted as (}) 
We now apply the metric to an example given in CSS code listing 1(Figure 1).  
/* CSS Code Listing 1 */ 
body { 
 margin: 0; 
 padding: 0; 
 background: #1B120B; 
 font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
 font-size: 14px; 
 color: #402C16; 
} 
h1, h2, h3 { 
 margin: 0; 
 padding: 0; 
 font-weight: normal; 
 color: #FFFFFF; 
} 
 
Fig. 1. CSS Code Listing 1 
From CSS code listing 1, we can count 14 rule statements. Therefore, 
  RL = 14 lines 
2.2 Number of Rule Blocks (NORB) 
A rule block refers to a selector and its attributes (properties) depicted by the syntax 
shown as follows. 
/* Syntax of a rule block */ 
selector [, selector2, ...] [:pseudo-RLass] { 
 property: value; 
 [property2: value2; 
...] 
} 
A typical CSS file will contain at least one rule block. 
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2.3 Entropy Metric (E) 
The word ‘entropy’ was adapted from information theory [5] and is defined as a meas-
ure of uncertainty or variety. The entropy concept has been applied for the assessment 
of the rule complexity of procedural software [4] [6] [8] [11]. In recent times, [1] [3] 
have applied the concept to assess the structural complexity of XML schema docu-
ments written in W3C Document Type Definition (DTD) language and to measure the 
complexity of the schema documents written in W3C XML Schema Language [21] 
respectively. This was done by closely following the approach used by [4]. In this pa-
per, we tow the same path to compute the entropy value of CSS documents. 
According to [1] the definition is given by E = <S, F, P>, where E is an experiment 
with S as the set of elementary events, F is a Borel field [9] over S, and P is a proba-
bilistic function assessing real values to events in F, then for a finite number of events 
C1, C2, ..., Cn the entropy of the given experiment E is 
 H = -∑P(Ct)log2P(Ct) where t = 1 ... n 
Based on this definition the entropy of a given CSS document having n distinct class 
of elements can be calculated using the relative frequencies as unbiased estimates of 
their probabilities P(Ci), i=1, 2, ..., n. The distinct class of elements means that ele-
ments having the same structural complexities are grouped in the same class called 
equivalence class (C). This concept is demonstrated in section 3 using the CSS rule in 
CSS code listing 2 in Figure 2 in Appendix. 
2.4 Number of Extended Rule Blocks (NERB) 
This metric counts the number of rule blocks that are extended in a CSS file. It is 
calculated as follows: 
 NERB = ∑ extended rule block(i) where i = 1 … n 
2.5 Number of Attributes Defined per Rule Block (NADRB) 
This metric determines the average number of attributes defined in the rule blocks of 
a CSS file. It can be calculated as follows: 
 NADRB = (Total no. of attributes in all rule blocks / Total no. of rule blocks) 
2.6 Number of Cohesive Rule Blocks (NCRB) 
Cohesion can be described as the “single-mindedness” of a component [10]. In the 
case of CSS, this can refer to rule blocks possessing a single attribute. NCRB metric 
counts all rule blocks that possess only one attribute. It can be calculated as follows: 
 NCRB = ∑ rule block (i) possessing only one attribute where i = 1 … n 
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3 Demonstration of the Proposed Metrics 
For illustration, we apply all the proposed metrics from section 2 to the example given 
in CSS code listing 2 (Figure 2 in Appendix).  
RL metric: The value of the rule length metric is 40 lines. 
 RL = 40 lines 
NORB metric: The value of the NORB metric is 9. 
 NORB = 9 
Entropy metric: The entropy value of the CSS rule in CSS code listing 2(Figure 2 in 
Appendix)  is calculated by first determining the equivalence classes – this means 
grouping similar rule blocks. This is given as follows: 
 
C1 = {body} = 1 element 
C2 = {{h1, h2, h3}} = 1 element 
C3 = {h1, h2, h3} = 3 elements 
C4 = {a} = 1 element 
C5 = {a:hover} = 1 element 
C6 = {#page, #content} = 2 elements 
 
The relative frequency of occurrence of the equivalence classes of the CSS document 
is the number of elements (i.e. attributes inside the equivalence class), divided by the 
total number of rule blocks in the CSS document. There are nine (9) rule blocks in the 
CSS document shown in CSS code listing 2 and so the relative frequency of occur-
rence of the equivalence class C5 = {#page, #content}, is P(C6) = 2/9. When all  
elements fall into only one equivalence class, then the minimum entropy value is 
determined. In that case, P (C1) = 9/9 = 1, this would then imply that entropy value is: 
 H = -∑P(Ct)log2P(Ct) 
 = P(C1)log2P(C1) 
 = 0 
On the other hand, the possible maximum entropy occurs when each rule block in the 
CSS rule is distinct. In such a case, the number of equivalence classes equal to the 
number of rule blocks, i.e. P(Ci)  = 1/n, i = 1, 2, ..., n and n is the number of rule 
blocks or equivalence classes in the CSS. The entropy value of the CSS rule, in this 
case is:  
 H = -∑P(Ct)log2P(Ct) 
 = -∑(1/n) log2 (1/n) 
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The entropy value for the CSS document shown in CSS code listing 2 is therefore 
calculated as: 
 E(CSS) = H 
 = -∑P(Ct)log2P(Ct) where t = 1.. n 
= (1/9)*log2 (1/9) + (1/9)*log2 (1/9) + (3/9)*log2 (3/9) + (1/9)*log2 (1/9) +     
(1/9)*log2 (1/9) +   (2/9)*log2(2/9) 
 = 0.2441 + 0.2441 + 0.3662 + 0.2441 + 0.2441 + 0.3342  
 = 1.6768 
NERB: There are 2 extended rule blocks in CSS code listing 2 namely: h1, h2, h3 
{...} and a {...}. 
h1, h2, h3 {...} is extended to give h1{...}, h2{...} and h3{...} while 
a{...} is extended to give a:hover{...}. Therefore, 
 NERB = 2 
NADRB: There are 22 attributes in all inside CSS code listing 2. There are also 9 rule 
blocks in all. Applying the formula defined in section 2 we have: 
 NADRB = 22/9 = 2.44 
In essence, the result shows that on the average two attributes are defined per rule 
block. The higher this value is the more complex will be the CSS. 
NCRB: The total number of rule blocks that possess one attribute in CSS code listing 
2 is 4 namely: h1{...}, h2{...}, h3{...}, and a:hover{...} 
Hence,  
 NCRB = 4 
4 Practical Validation of the Proposed Metrics 
To validate the six complexity metrics proposed we use the framework given by Kaner 
[14]. It is one of several validation criteria. The framework is more practical than the 
formal approach. It is based on answering the following points:  
Purpose of the measures 
The purpose of the measures is to evaluate the complexity of cascading style sheets. 
Scope of usage of the measure: The proposed RL, NORB, entropy, NERB, NADRB 
and NCRB metrics are good predictors of understandability of CSS. They are  
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therefore a valuable contribution for maintainability of CSS. The scope of use is by 
web development teams that work on styling web interfaces. 
Identified attribute to measure 
The identified attributes to measure from our suite of metrics are understandability, 
reliability and maintainability. All these attributes are directly related to the quality of 
CSS. 
Natural scale of the attribute 
The natural scales of the attributes cannot be defined, since they are subjective and 
require the development of a common view about them. 
Natural variability of the attribute 
Natural variability of the attributes can also not be defined because of their subjective 
nature. It is possible that one can develop a sound approach to handle such attribute, 
but it may not be complete because other factors also exist that can affect the 
attribute’s variability. In this respect, it is difficult to attain knowledge about variabili-
ty of the attribute. 
Definition of metric 
The metrics have been formally defined in Section 2. 
Measuring instrument to perform the measurement: We have counted all the 
parameters of the metrics manually and computed the proposed metrics. Further, we 
aim at developing a tool/software for measuring the proposed suite of metrics. 
Natural scale for the metrics 
For the natural scale of the proposed metrics, we have to go through measurement 
theory. When we analyze our metrics according to Briand and Morasca [15] we find 
that, they are in the ratio scale. 
The natural variability of readings from the instrument 
Since the reading from our counting instrument is not subjective and does not require 
any interpretation, we can say that no variability (i.e. measurement error) on readings 
from the instrument can be expected. Note that, in case of automated counting, we 
assume that there is no bug in the devised algorithm. 
Relationship between the attribute to the metric value 
There is a direct relation between the complexity of CSS and our proposed metrics. In 
other words all the proposed metrics are predictors of complexity in CSS.   
Natural and foreseeable side effects of using the instrument 
Once we automate the complexity calculation, it will not require considerable addi-
tional workload of manpower of the company. The only cost will be the automation. 
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Table 1. Results of applying proposed metrics to CSS code listing 2  
Metrics Code Listing 2  
RL 40  
NORB 9  
Entropy 1.6768  
NERB 2  
NADRB 2.44  
NCRB 4  
5 Concluding Remark and Further Work 
In this paper, we identified factors that bring about complexity in CSS and also pro-
posed complexity metrics based on each of these factors for analyzing the complexity 
of CSS documents. With these proposed metrics, Web developers and designers can 
measure the complexity of CSS documents in terms of size, variety in rule block 
structure, rule block reuse, cohesion and the average number of attributes defined per 
rule block. The proposed metrics were validated practically through a framework to 
prove their usefulness and practical applicability. It was found that the proposed me-
tric satisfies most of the parameters required by the practical evaluation framework. 
As future work, we intend to validate each metric through Weyuker’s properties. 
Rigorous empirical validation will also be done. In addition, the development of an 
automated tool for computing the metrics is also a task of future work. 
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/* CSS Code Listing 2 */ 
body { 
 margin: 0; 
 padding: 0; 
 background: #FFFFFF; 
 font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 
 font-size: 14px; 
 color: #402C16; 
} 
h1, h2, h3 { 
 margin: 0; 
 padding: 0; 
 font-weight: normal; 
 color: #2E9F13; 
} 
h1 { 
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 font-size: 2.4em; 
} 
h3 { 
 font-size: 1.6em; 
} 
a { 
 text-decoration: none; 
 color: #2E9F13; 
} 
a:hover { 
 text-decoration: underline; 
} 
/* Page */ 
#page { 
 width: 960px; 
 padding: 0; 
 border-top: 1px solid #D0D0D0; 
} 
/* Content */ 
#content { 
 float: right; 
 width: 600px; 
 padding: 0px 0px 0px 0px; 
} 
 
Fig. 2. CSS Code Listing 2 
 
 
